
DMA insight: 
Email campaign 
creation – creative 
Email, like other marketing assets, should re�ect your brand.
 
And although it carries similar properties of both web and print, its display relies heavily on both 
the compatibilities of the email client and the device that it is rendering on, not to mention the 
amount of data required to download the campaign to the inbox. 

Email headers 

Email creative in many cases represents a much-slimmed down version of image heavy print or interactive web pages, 
designed to take the recipient to a CTA without any of the clutter. 

The restrictions of the medium often become an advantage, allowing you to focus on the necessary and remember to test 
creative across a range of devices and you can’t go wrong.

Conclusion

About the DMA

The DMA provides guidance and support to help its members put their customers at the heart of their one-to-one communications to give 
them the rich bene�ts of a much more relevant, welcomed and e�ective relationship with each individual customer.

The DMA aspires to facilitate its members’ marketing evolution with the opportunities, advice, support, networks and tools to be able to reach 
the sensitivity and sophistication of marketing to build their future prosperity – along with the success of the industry as a whole.
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From Name (often called the ‘Friendly From Name’).

Can be a great feature for email when supported

Can be used to deliver more relevant marketing campaigns

From physical address

This is the actual email address that the message is 
sent from.

If you’re using an Email Service Provider (ESP), you will want 
to look at delegating a subdomain so that you send from 
(something@something.companyname.com).

Avoid ‘noreply@’ as a pre�x. 

The ‘From Name’ is as, if not more, important than the subject line in terms of 
whether the recipient trusts your brand.

 This should ideally be From <Company Name>, <Name at Company Name> or a 
<Known Named Person at Company>.

From: <Company Name>, <Name at Company Name>

...Subject:

noreply@

Long emails can be 
curtailed or clipped

People read by scanning, so keep 
it relevant, make sure paragraphs 

only have one or two sentences, keep 
it brief and ensure it makes sense

Bullet points and 
anchor links can be used

Some email clients may not 
show video or animated gifs

Assess why video is required

Email introduction

Add to safe senders

Users spend majority of their time looking at above the fold 
information - make sure there's a call to action there 

Email introduction
Good practice to include a link to view the online version 

Subject line

The subject line should seek to be 
explicit because:

Explicit subject lines will improve the 
e�ectiveness of your emails long term

It will get the right people to open rather 
than lots of people - this will look good on 
your conversions, which will build a more 
sustainable e�ective programme long term

Vague attention seeking subject lines will   
irritate and disengage your audience - and 
increase risk of spam complaints

Important messaging should 
always be left or centre aligned 

Ask yourself, do logos
need to be big? 

Should always contain the 
primary marketing message 

Link to webversion

Encourage 
recipients to add 

your sending email 
address to their 
address books.

This will help stop 
future emails 

going into junk.   

Video in email

Preheader

Banner/logo

The area before the main content 

Headline
Should link seamlessly from the subject line and lead 

into the main body copy

Use only websafe fonts Should jump out and grab the 
reader’s attention 

Make sure it follows on from the 
subject line, not repeats it 

• Stops the email pulling through ‘view online’ or ‘unsubscribe’
• Appears underneath the subject line on mobile devices

• Include an unsubscribe link if you’re feeling brave

Salutation

Look to insert salutation into subject line 

Make sure it 
�ts in the 

preview panel 

Include an 
appropriate 

alt tag  

Banner 
should always 

be clickable  

Images use

Mobile

Copywriting
Emails should be conversational but consider your 

brand tone of voice

Writing style

Privacy statement 

Email copy should, in general be conversational, 
friendly and fun. Let your brands personality shine.

Mobile email reads and interactions are 
a feature of between 50% - 75% of all emails

Consider image �le size and quality 
when adding images

Always use alt tags and hyperlink your images

Multichannel 

Live content & 
real time individualisation 

Assume the email is just one step in a 
multi-channel journey

50% - 75%

Consider a mobile-
�rst mentality

Use either one or two 
columns and make sure 

they stack on mobile

Pick a font size that
 works well for 

mobile and desktop

Users don't like 
scrolling horizontally

GIF

Dear Karen ...

Contains legal, functional and best practice information
around data protection and privacy

Main body copy 
Should highlight features / bene�ts and brie�y 

instruct the reader what to do next

Footers 

Statement of origin 

Sign o�

A strong close is important to 
encourage in immediate response

Email close

Should lead into the main CTA

Con�rm urgency

Not always appropriate

Getting it right builds trust Reduces spam complaints

Can help communications 
feel more personal

Repeat the CTA

Bullet pointing and chunking
out is important

Avoid long text and 
anything too wordy

Less is often more

Can use a snippet of text 
and use 'read more' as a CTA

Lead copy
Should �ow from the headline and link seamlessly to 

the �rst CTA

Use it as a personalised 
message to the reader to get 
them to take further action 

Fine to include a mix of CTAs in 
the lead copy as well as CTA 

buttons

Click here 

x2

Call to action (CTA)s
(& primary & secondary CTAs)

Should be visible and clear 
(and above the fold) 

Use buttons where possible, 
but this isn’t a necessity

Prompt people to visit your website 
so they can ‘convert’ and be tracked’

Statement of origin
Explains why they are receiving communications

Good to include a link to a privacy statement

Think about the 
permissions you have

This is where some of the email content changes at the moment of 
opening, depending on contextual data (Time, location, weather, etc.)

Unsubscribe link

Company details 

Needs to be a visible, usable and easy to action 
unsubscribe link at the foot of every commercial email

This is a legal 
requirement

Make sure replies to 
emails are monitored 

Can be used to take 
them through to a 
preference centre 

Privacy

Will show how you will 
look after your recipient data

Consider rewriting T&Cs for 
the audience of a 9 year old child

Online 

Generally considered better 
somewhere near the top

The real key is BREVITY

Long emails can often get 
curtailed or clipped in some 
email systems such as gmail 
which means that the full email 
does not show

All registered companies must provide address details 
in the footer of their email communications

Must include: 

 Registered name

 Registration number

 Place of registration

 Registered o�ce address


